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Hyperloop
Revolutionising public transport – from Amsterdam to Frankfurt in 53 minutes

UNStudio partners with Hardt Hyperloop and presents its vision for the Station of the Future.
The UNStudio Futures Team (UNSFutures) recently presented its vision for the ‘Station of 

the Future’ at the first edition of HyperSummit, which took place in Utrecht, the Netherlands 
and was organised by Hardt Hyperloop. The first HyperSummit was focused on urgency, 
research and collaboration, with numerous partners speaking about their contribution to the 
possibilities for realising the European hyperloop.

Special attention was also devoted to the kick-off study of the Hyperloop Implementation 
Programme (HIP), a study which looks at implementation questions relating to the 
Amsterdam-Frankfurt project.
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Urgency
Global urbanisation, population growth 
and urgent environmental concerns create 
infrastructural challenges that cannot 
be resolved with our current modes of 
transport. A sustainable alternative to air 
travel is therefore imperative.

Ben van Berkel, Principal Architect 
and Founder of UNStudio and UNSense: 
‘The hyperloop is not only a realistic and 
viable alternative to flying, it is going 
to revolutionise travel. It will provide 
extremely fast travel times with direct 
connections between cities, enabling 
completely new ways of working and 
spending our leisure time, which in turn 
will lead to a multitude of economic, 
environmental and knowledge exchange 
benefits.’ 

Lucienne Krosse, Thematic Leader 

Intelligent Energy Efficient Buildings and 
Cities, InnoEnergy: ‘The hyperloop uses 
clean energy and is perfect for commuters 
between the major European cities. With 
the exponential growth in air traffic and 
the related CO2 emissions, it is vitally 
important that the development of the 
hyperloop receives an extra boost to 
accelerate the actual implementation and 
European rollout.’

Using technology powered by solar 
panels, hyperloop will produce no sound 
or environmental emissions and can 
provide the necessary energy to power 
i tsel f . I t wil l be the f i rs t ever 100% 
electric transport system that can safely 
transport a high volume of passengers 
from city to city at unprecedented speeds 
and journey times.
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Transfer hubs - the stations of the future
UNStudio’s Futures Team was invited to join the Hardt 
Hyperloop Implementation Programme in order to 
create a vision for the urban integration of the hyperloop 
in cities and towns of different sizes and in different 
locations within these cities.

In UNStudio’s vision for the hyperloop transfer hub, 
which was presented at the HyperSummit yesterday, the 

station has been envisioned as a series of tessellating 
components which can adapt to a range of possible 
contexts: city-centre, edge of city or adjoining an 
existing infrastructure hub, such as an airport. Existing 
cities mean existing parameters, and UNStudio envisages 
a symbiotic relationship with its local environment: an 
integrated piece of an urban composition.
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Modular Design Framework – An Adaptable Framework to cater for a Range of future Scenarios
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Modularity and connectivity at all scales 
Commitment to connected modularity is at the core 
of the hyperloop system. It's what makes the system 
scalable, adaptable and resilient; able to adapt its service 
in real time, according to demand throughout the day. 
The route itself will be modular: comprised of both a 
super-high-speed network and more regional networks, 
which will connect urban areas and important hubs (such 
as ports and airports) to the ultra-high-speed network.

This modular thinking extends throughout the 
system, from tracks to vehicles and also forms the basis 
of UNStudio’s vision for the hyperloop stations. From 
platforms to functional spaces and to the roof which 
extends out over the transfer hubs, a modular design 
framework organises and connects all parts.

The modular system upon which the design is based 
enables the station to adapt to existing conditions, 
blending into the existing built fabric. It also allows us to 
integrate above and underground, growing modules up 
to meet a dense inner city neighbourhood, or down to 
blend with a more low-rise setting.

Once inside the station, the speed of the hyperloop 
vehicles allows platforms to be curved rather than 
orthogonal, bringing an inviting organic form to 
soften the geometry of the module. Each module can 
hold a different function, from the purely pragmatic 
luggage check-in or bicycle dock, to daycare for 
busy parents or small biophilic pocket parks for kids 

and adults alike. In this way the modular strategy 
allows the functional and the activity-based elements 
to overlap and interrelate, creating spaces to meet, 
explore and play.

A station powering a region
Ben van Berkel: ‘In the very near future, buildings will 
function as batteries, providing energy not only for 
their own immediate needs, but also for surrounding 
public amenities and transportation modes.’ 

What if each hyperloop station acted as a battery for 
solar energy, produced not only by the station itself, 
but also along the network? UNStudio believes that this 
could bring about a shift away from dependency on 
centralised power plants and towards energy storage 
that connects to local micro-grids. Surplus energy 
produced at the transfer hubs and along hyperloop’s 
tubes would power the autonomous vehicles, buses 
and bicycles which passengers can switch to in order 
to complete their journey. The station then becomes 
a battery which regulates the highs and lows of the 
solar-powered system, as well as regulating its internal 
environment through high-performance materials 
which respond to changing heat, light and humidity 
levels within.

Unlocking new functions through speed
The hyperloop offers to fulfil a dual purpose, for the 

Modular Design Framework – An Adaptable Framework
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Station concept – Amenitites within close distance

Concept
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Station concept – Energy storage

Station concept – Network of services
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fast transport of humans and goods alike, but the 
speed of hyperloop is what it’s all about – at speeds 
between 600 and 1000 km/h – it can travel at the 
same speed as airplanes but deliver passengers to the 
heart of our cities and connect them immediately to 
further forms of sustainable transport.

The speed of hyper loop of fers to radical ly 
re imagine knowledge t rans fer , es tabl i shing a 
network of mobile learning spaces which connect up 
established institutions, drawing them closer toward 
one another. Spaces of work will also naturally 
coalesce around hyperloop stations, as hubs become 
natural meeting spaces for busy workers.

From a produce perspective, hyperloop could 
be the catalyst required to shift from a centralised 
system of industrial production to the hyper-local 
economies promised by digital infrastructure. By 
collapsing distances we can start to close the supply 
chain between production and consumption, using 
real-time feedback to ensure production matches 
consumer needs exactly. Speed of delivery also 
means bringing super-fresh, high quality food, 
picked or caught the very same day, right into the 
city-centre, creating the base for daily markets to 
emerge. We can also envisage benefits in medicine 
- the transportation of grown organs or bio based 
transplants where time is a crucial factor in saving 
the life of someone in need.

Hyperloop Implementation Programme (HIP)
During the HyperSummit special attention was 
also devoted to the kick-off study of the Hyperloop 
Implementation Programme (HIP), a program of Hardt 
Hyperloop. During this kick-off study, the hyperloop 
company from Delft, together with leading parties, 
looked at implementation questions relating to the 
Amsterdam-Frankfurt project.

Stefan Marges, HIP Project Manager: ‘We constantly 
ask ourselves what impact the implementation of the 
hyperloop has on the environment, our social life and 
the economy.’

The research showed, among other things, that 
a route between Amsterdam and Frankfurt is 450 
kilometres long, and with seven intermediate stations 
the journey takes about 50 minutes. This is in contrast 
to the four hours you lose when regular transport is 
used. With this route alone, more than 4.3 million 
inhabitants could be served, and on an annual basis, 
the hyperloop could carry more than 48 million 
passengers. The hyperloop would offer a sustainable 
alternative for the approximately 2 million aircraft 
passengers on an annual basis, saving 83,690 tonnes of 
CO2 emissions per year.

To make this possible, Hardt is developing smart, 
convenient and sustainable transportation through the 
hyperloop, which is supported by many international 
public and private organisations.


